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ABSTRACT Industry 4.0 has brought solutions for faster data accessibility, fault identification, performance
analysis, and control of machines remotely by managers. Though beneficial but dangerous as the IoT
(Internet of Things) nodes communicate over the unsecured wireless medium. The communication over
unsecured wireless channel opened enormous ways for the illegitimate nodes to access the information and
take control over the industrial machines despite being physically away. These threats can be overpowered
with secure sessions; however, the exchange of keys to establish a secure session over a vulnerable channel
becomes a challenge. Our approach (LKE) intend to solve this problem. LKE provides a lightweight key
exchange platform to the legitimate IoT nodes and prohibit the unauthorized abuses. LKE uses lightweight
Elliptic Curve Qu-Vanstone (ECQV) based implicit certificates for trust-building and generating keys
among entities. All the messages exchanged are secured to prevent unauthorized access to information
and preventing against forgery, replay, modification, impersonation and man-in-the-middle attacks, etc. The
proposed scheme is tested on the AVISPA tool and results indicate its trustworthiness and strong resistivity
against potential attacks. LKE has less computation and communication complexities due to the utilization
of limited cryptographic operations which make it superior in comparison to other state-of-the-work.

INDEX TERMS Cyber-physical system, industry 4.0, industrial Internet of Things (IIoT), implicit certifi-
cates, key exchange, security.

I. INTRODUCTION
Industry 4.0 has enabled the connectivity of physical devices
such as robots to the internet. This revolution has brought
extensive solutions to control the machines remotely along
with retrieving of useful data from the remote locations [1].
The industrial revolution has been presented in Fig. 1. The
transformation of industrial processes took ages to reach
an autonomous state. It began in the decade of 1780 when
machines were first used for performing industrial tasks. The
next progress almost took a century which advanced the
manufacturing process with the involvement ofmassive man-
power and assembly lines (driven by electricity) for enhanced
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production. The year of 1968 brought another milestone
in the history of industrial transformation. This generation
of Industry experienced automation in production processes
through the integration of electronics and computers into the
machines. The present generation of Industry (I4.0) is even
more powerful than all the predecessors. The machines of
this generation are too smart; they can sense, monitor, and
measure the physical quantities and seamlessly report to the
connected devices. Industrial IoT enabled the administrators
to monitor the processes in real time thus helping them to
make instant decisions and analysis [2].
IIoT evolution has not only transformed the manufacturing

processes of industry rather has helped the logistics depart-
ment to locate the movement of goods carriers, predict the
arrival timings and help the carriers in finding the path with
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FIGURE 1. Industrial revolution.

less traffic and better road conditions [3], [4]. The amalgam
of physical and cyber technology in industries are leaving
footprints of success [5]. Bosch Inc. is using IIoT for monitor-
ing the lubricating valves and filters to reduce manual testing
and maintenance costs [6]. Volkswagen Group manufactures
the lamborghini in a smart factory where automatic guided
vehicles carry the car components from one workstation to
another. Apart from the movement, workers of the industry
are able to see the progress, control and monitor the work-
stations processes remotely, thereby eliminating the need of
physical presence of workers and managers in the industry
[7]. Likewise, enormous features of IIoT has led the phar-
macy and agriculture industry to incorporate I4.0 processes
for medicine testing [8] and prediction of disease in crops,
respectively [9].

Indeed few industries are able to transform but still lot
many are struggling. The biggest challenge in realization
of Industry 4.0 is interoperability, compatibility, and relia-
bility; Interoperability amongst plethora of machines from
various manufacturers, compatibility of machines with exist-
ing infrastructure and their operational reliability is still a
major concern. The data security is yet another, but extremely
critical parameter in the accomplishment of IIoT [10]. The
authors in [11] stressed on the uncontrollable nature of
the Machine to Machine (M2M) communications and high-
lighted the threats to large volume of critical data in absence
of robust security measures. Absentia of security measures in
IIoT may pave the way towards cyberattacks. Cyberattacks
can cause physical damage to infrastructure of industry and
may endanger workers lives [12].

Modern ambush on cyber physical networks upraise a solid
security anxiety as such attacks can cause loss to customers,
service providers, and manufacturers [13], [14]. The setback
of the industry operators happened due to recent attacks
on industrial networks: a network was created for control-
ling lights, fan, fire detection, and HVAC at Sochi arena
for Olympics. But during inspection in 2018, it is found
that 17,823 building automation control network (BACnet)

devices and 78,000 SCADA devices were exposed to inter-
net without security protections. The incompetence of key
exchange and mutual authentication protocol enabled the
attackers to get illegal access of the complete BACnet [15].

Another incidence was brought into limelight by forbes,
where attackers used malicious codes and radio hardware to
exploit the industrial network. Attackers got successful when
they took over the control of construction cranes, excavators,
scrapers and other large machinery from legitimate engineers
of the industry. Another instance Zimperium Inc. reported
recently about the electric scooter manufactured by Chinese
company Xiaomi Inc. The electric scooter was accepting
commands like acceleration, braking, locking and unlocking
from even illegitimate users and devices [16]. In addition,
a survey paper concludes that IIoT networks may suffer
from masquerade and disclosure attacks if the network is not
enabled with proper authentication mechanisms [17].

Many potential attacks are conducted in the recent past,
e.g., Mirai and IoTroop botnet where attackers exploited the
vulnerabilities of the system i.e., access control procedures,
incompatibility of security protocols due to heterogeneous
nature of devices etc. [18]. These attacks in Cyber-physical
systems (CPS) are majorly caused due to use of unsecured
medium for signalling actuators [19]. The vulnerability in the
IIoT can be more dangerous due to sensitive nature of data,
for instance, a little loss of precision in chemical formation
could produce a complete different medicine, thus posing dis-
astrous health effects. The key vulnerabilities found behind
the aforementioned incidents are inadequate and improper
mutual authentication and key exchange procedures. There-
fore, security analysts have advised to implement secure key
exchange and strong mutual authentication procedures for
ensuring security and privacy of the data [20], [21].

The entities involved in the key exchange and mutual
authentication are usually heterogeneous and have different
resource availability like gateways are resource-rich devices
whereas smart IoT nodes are resource-deprived. Therefore,
security protocols must be computation and communication
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inexpensive [22], [23]. Traditional models of authentica-
tion are too clumsy (computation and communication over-
head) and cannot be applied directly to IIoT environment
[24]–[27]. Therefore, new security and privacy paradigms
must be developed to cater the need of IIoT networks.

A. LITERATURE REVIEW
Das et al. in [24] raised a concern on security and privacy
of Industrial IoT networks due to use of open channel for
communication. The authors believed that existing schemes
may not be suitable in IIoT specific environment due to
excessive overheads. The authors formulated a Biometric-
based privacy preserving authentication scheme to combat
against unauthorized intrusions with limited overheads. The
scheme makes use of biometric and smart card as a 2 factor
authentication process. The protocol has been simulated on
NS2 to verify its behaviour. The authors performed formal
and informal security analysis and declared their scheme as
robust against various attacks. In spite of 2 factor authentica-
tion, the scheme fails to ensure privacy and protection against
known key attacks.

Li et al. in [28] discussed the challenges in implementing
security protocols i.e., open nature of wireless medium and
resource constrained nodes. The authors proposed a 3 fac-
tor user authentication protocol for WSN-IIoT environment
while keeping these challenges into consideration. The three
factors used to authenticate are user’s identity, password and
biometric. The user is only able to access the sensor’s data if
all the factors generate positive results. The authors declare
that their scheme is resistant to impersonation, replay attack,
etc. however validation using formal analysis is found miss-
ing. The scheme is communication inefficient as the resource
constrained node transmits and receives a total of 2688 bits
for the key exchange process. Consequently, the scheme is
unfit for resource constrained applications of IIoT.

Esfahani et al. in [29] presented an authentication model
for M2M communications in IIoT environment. The authors
stated that traditional schemes cannot be used in IIoT due
to excessive overheads which may drain the node resources.
Therefore, authors have devised a new security model which
computes only hash and ex-or operations during authentica-
tion. Due to use of few cryptography operations, the authors
declared their scheme as computation efficient. The authors
further claimed that their scheme exhibits the security prop-
erties such as session key agreement, anonymity, etc. and
is also resistant against replay, man-in-the-middle (MITM)
attacks, etc. Indeed the scheme is providing many security
benefits, the authors have not performed vulnerability assess-
ment and formal analysis, thus behaviour of the scheme
is unpredictable under compromised conditions. In addi-
tion, the scheme spends a lot of energy in communicating
large sized mutual authentication and key exchange mes-
sages, which makes the scheme energy inefficient. Therefore,
the proposed scheme is not suitable for IIoT networks due to
its unpredictable behaviour and high energy consumption.

ECC based authentication protocol for IIoT has been pre-
sented by Li et al. in [30]. The authors emphasized on the
need of authentication mechanism to prevent from unautho-
rised access due to unsecured nature of medium in wireless
sensor networks. Their scheme makes use of biometrics to
identify the legitimacy of the entity. The authors simulated
their scheme on NS3 to determine the performance. Regard-
less of the claimed advantages, it is found that authors have
not considered Denial of Service (DoS) and MITM attacks
during security analysis which may pose threats to network
existence. It is evident that scheme fails to provision privacy
and message freshness for all exchanged messages due to
absence of ciphering and nonce, respectively.

Paliwal in [31] has expressed his concern over integrity and
confidentiality of data in IIoT networks. The author empha-
sized that sensitive information collected by the sensor nodes
in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) should be accessible to
intended recipients only. The article briefs the various exist-
ing authentication schemes along with their vulnerabilities.
The scheme makes use of hash to achieve mutual authenti-
cation and key establishment whilst ensuring anonymity of
identities. The scheme is claimed as lightweight and effi-
cacious due to limited computations and resistance against
many significant attacks. The author has affirmed that the
scheme has undergone formal and informal analysis and is
declared secured to be used in IIoT environment. Despite the
fact the scheme is asserted robust, the scheme does not ensure
privacy. Though scheme does not make use of any ciphering
model but extensive use of hash and large size of exchanged
messages over burdens the overall scheme.

Chang et al. in [32] introduced an authentication scheme
for WSN to prevent unauthorised penetrations. Though
claimed as efficient and secured but complex as it operates
in twin modes. The authors have tried to overcome the defi-
ciencies of existing authentication protocols by introducing
a smart card based authentication scheme for WSN. Their
proposed protocol works on two different algorithms and
attains two different set of security properties accordingly.
The authors have performed formal security analysis using
Real-Or-Random (RoR) model to prove the robustness of
their protocol. It is observed that their first protocol (P1) does
not offer complete security solutions whereas the second one
(P2) is resource expensive. IoT devices are usually resource
constrained, therefore deploying this protocol can reduce the
active lifetime of the devices and networks.

Gope et al. in [33] focused on the realization challenges
of Industrial WSN (IWSN). Considering the security as the
most significant challenge, the authors devised a new mutual
authentication protocol for the real time data access applica-
tions of IWSN. The authors applied exclusive-or, one way
hash, and physically unclonable functions (PUF), to name
a few, in their algorithm. The main strength highlighted in
the paper is the security of the credentials even if the sensor
nodes are physically captured by the adversary. The scheme
provides key security features such as mutual authentication,
and integrity, etc. Despite the benefits, the scheme exchanges
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6 messages to accomplish session key which is itself a chal-
lenge for resource constrained devices. The number of bits
exchanged in those messages is quite much in quantity which
further escalates the energy consumption bar. This immense
energy consumption can deplete the energy reserves of IIoT
nodes quickly. Moreover, the behavior of the schemes [32],
[33] under the influence of the DoS attack is not observed,
therefore adversaries can exploit the hidden vulnerabilities to
attack the IIoT networks.

In summary, the present techniques are found vulnera-
ble to the prominent attacks (MITM, Known Key, and DoS
etc.) and also incurs high communication and computation
complexities, which makes the existing techniques unfit for
Industrial IoT networks. The Industrial IoT is a sensitive
application where a minor intrusion by illegitimate node can
cause extensive irreparable losses. Therefore, the access to
the IIoT network must be protected with a robust and efficient
key exchange and mutual authentication model.

B. OUR CONTRIBUTION
• We propose a Robust and Lightweight Key Exchange
(LKE) protocol for Industrial IoT networks.

• To achieve the robustness and efficiency, ECQV implicit
certificates, asymmetric and symmetric key cryptogra-
phy, keyed-hash, and nonces are used.

• The proposed scheme assures mutual authentication
between industrial node and gateway before secret key
generation.

• The proposed protocol provisions the renewal of expired
certificates to support long term connectivity between
entities and strengthening security measures (e.g., pre-
vention from impersonation and replay attacks etc.).

• The strength of LKE is tested using formal and informal
security analysis where it is found that LKE exhibits
essential security properties, like authentication, confi-
dentiality etc., and is also resistant against imperson-
ation, replay, and MITM attacks etc.

• The performance of the proposed scheme is compared
with the state-of-the-art to show its superiority over
them in terms of computational and communicational
efficiency.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section II
presents system and adversary model together with security
and other goals. Section III demonstrates the working of
the proposed scheme. Section IV provides the formal and
informal security analysis whereas section V highlights the
performance and comparative analysis. Section VI draws the
conclusions.

II. SYSTEM MODEL, ADVERSARY MODEL, AND SECURITY
AND OTHER GOALS
A. SYSTEM MODEL
Fig. 2 depicts an IIoT network controlled and monitored over
the internet. The architecture of the IIoT constitutes of IoT
sensor nodes deployed at machines which communicates to

FIGURE 2. System model for mutual authentication and key exchange
between IoT devices in Industry 4.0.

Certification Authority (CA) and cloud via gateway using
wireless bi-directional link. The user gets access to informa-
tion through cloud.

1) WSN-IIoT NETWORK
The machines in the industry are equipped with the sensor
nodes. The sensor nodes receive control signals (e.g., turn
on/off the machine etc.) from operator, collect data from
machines (e.g., production count, temperature of machine,
pressure, etc.) and relay it wirelessly to the gateway using low
powered modules e.g., Zigbee (IEEE 802.15.4) and Z-Wave
(e.g., ZW0500).

2) GATEWAY
Gateway is usually stationery and powered with mains. Gate-
way acts as an intermediary to support the communication
between smart IoT sensor node, cloud (e.g., Kinsta and
Microsoft Azure) and CA. It supports IEEE 802.3 and IEEE
802.11 standard for transporting the data over the inter-
net.The gateway is responsible for authenticating the nodes
deployed in the IIoT network before relaying their informa-
tion to cloud and vice versa.

3) CERTIFICATION AUTHORITY
The certification authority (e.g., Symantec, GeoTrust, etc.)
creates a database of the nodes deployed in the network
and utilizes it later to conduct mutual authentication before
issuing certificates to nodes. CA issues unique implicit cer-
tificates to each sensor node which is required by them to
construct their public and private keys.

B. ADVERSARY MODEL
The proposed scheme has adopted the Dolev-Yao adversary
model advised in [33]–[35]. As per the threat model, adver-
sary has the capabilities to discover the vulnerabilities of
the industrial network; these vulnerabilities can be used to
exploit the potential resources of the industries. Consider an
IIoT enabled smart car manufacturing industry [36] where
sensor nodes are deployed to monitor and control the activ-
ities of robotic arms, manage the logistics, and identify the
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raw material requirements at warehouse, etc. Following the
Dolev-Yao adversary model, the robotic industrial machines
(nodes), logistics and warehouse network devices (gateway),
etc. are under threat in IIoT. An adversary in IIoT can eaves-
drop all the communications that occurs between industrial
nodes, gateway and CA. More specifically, an adversary
can capture, modify and replay the messages exchanged
between network entities to get privileged access of industrial
robotic arms (e.g., welding, painting, transportation, and
assembling), etc. Additionally, adversary can impersonate
as legitimate industrial node to steal precious RFID tag
information. Physical capturing of the devices (nodes and
gateway) inside the smart industries is not possible as they are
secured using physical locks along with monitoring through
surveillance cameras. The adversary can try to modify the
lifetime of the expired authenticator to intrude illegally into
the industrial network for introducingmalware in the comput-
erised production units of industry. Moreover, the adversary
can intercept the messages exchanged between the network
entities to retrieve security parameters to generate future
secret keys, actuate driverless cars, etc. The adversary can
construct and inject new messages into the network to launch
DoS attack to cause obstruction in sending control com-
mands to the industrial machines (e.g., warehouse storage
sequencing error). Conclusively, the adversary has adequate
capabilities to hinder the smooth and secure functioning of
the manufacturing units, warehouses, and logistics etc. The
adversarial attacks can result in financial and reputation loss,
business disruption, and decreased efficiency etc.

C. SECURITY AND OTHER GOALS
Security goals subsection discusses the desirable security
properties that a security protocol must exhibit to be declared
as robust, whereas, other goals subsection discusses those
preferable properties that prove the protocol as efficient.

1) SECURITY GOALS
LKE complies with the significant security properties. Note
that the security properties are adopted from [37], [38].

1) Mutual authentication and secret key establish-
ment: Industrial IoT networks are sensitive as
industrial machines are involved. The nodes must
perform mutual authentication followed by the secret
key exchange to protect their communications from
illegitimate nodes.

2) Message integrity and freshness: Alterations devas-
tate the real content of the message and stale messages
may trigger non-permissible actions. Therefore, secu-
rity protocols must incorporate certain procedures to let
the entities verify the message integrity and freshness.

3) Defense against prominent attacks: Impact of attacks
can be mild or severe and may lead to temporary or per-
manent suspension of the industry operations. There-
fore, security protocols must be resistant to prominent
attacks like impersonation, replay, alteration of infor-
mation, DoS, MITM, and known key.

4) Data Privacy: Industrial IoT network carries very sen-
sitive information (e.g., control commands, confiden-
tial manufacturing process, secret keys or credentials,
and authentication passcode, etc.). Any disclosure of
such information may disrupt the business operations
as well as can tarnish the reputation of the industry.
The consequences of the disclosure of information to
unauthorized entities may vary from benign to severe.
Therefore, security protocols must ensure that infor-
mation exchanged must remain confidential even if the
adversary captures the messages.

5) Identity Anonymity: Adversaries are always seeking
crucial details like identities of the industrial nodes and
other network devices. These identities can be used by
the adversaries as a useful element to conduct a MITM
attack, etc. Therefore, it is desirable that the identity
of the nodes and other network devices (e.g., gateway)
should remain anonymous. Identity anonymity not
only prevents attacks (e.g., MITM and impersonation
attacks, etc). rather keeps the overall communication
anonymous.

2) OTHER GOALS
LKE exhibits the prominent properties like lightweightness
and certificate renewal to ensure efficiency and long term
connectivity, respectively.

1) Lightweightness: As the IoT nodes are usually
resource-deprived; therefore the nodes must perform
limited computations and communications while still
achieving the highest possible degree of security.

2) Certificate Renewal: The implicit certificates gener-
ated by CA for industrial nodes have time-bound valid-
ity. The expiration of the certificates terminates the
communication session between industrial nodes and
gateway. It is highly desirable to provide a certificate
renewal process to allow the interested industrial nodes
to re-establish a new secure session with the gate-
way. The certificates of the legitimate industrial nodes
should be renewed with bare minimum computation
and communication complexities.

III. PROPOSED SCHEME
This section describes the working of robust and lightweight
key exchange protocol for distributed IIoT applications.
Fig. 2 portrays a smart car manufacturing industry in German
[36] where FANUC 2000 IC robots are being used. A system
model considering this scenario is presented in Fig. 2. The
FANUC 2000 IC robots are equipped with the IoT sen-
sor nodes. The sensor nodes collect the data and forward
it to the cloud via gateway. In order to ensure the secu-
rity of this communication, a mutual authentication and key
exchange protocol is presented in this section. The nota-
tions with their description, sizes and methodologies are pro-
vided in Table 1. The proposed scheme consists of 3 phases:
(A) System set-up and registration phase, (B) Certificate and
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TABLE 1. Symbols, abbreviations and operators description.

Node Key generation phase, and (C) Light-weight Key estab-
lishment phase. Furthermore, this section also demonstrates
the renewal process of revoked certificates (D).

To demonstrate the working of protocol, some assump-
tions are considered; (a) CA is a trusted and tamper-proof
entity and has no restrictions with respect to computational
power and memory, (b) The CA, gateway and IIoT sensor
nodes are assumed to have identical cryptographic systems
(e.g., ciphering, hashing functions, etc.), (c) Gateway has no
restrictions with respect to computational power, memory
(tamper-proof), and broadcasts its ID (idG) at regular inter-
vals, (d) Gateway has finished the registration at CA and
formed the pair of keys (public, QG and private key, dG)
through Authenticator AG.

A. SYSTEM SET-UP AND REGISTRATION PHASE
Prior to the network deployment, all the IoT sensor nodes get
registered offline to the CA and obtain security credentials
such as Generator point and order of Elliptic Curve Cryptog-
raphy (ECC). Note that we intentionally omitted the ECQV
background, interested readers may refer to [39]. During reg-
istration, CA assigns unique identity (e.g., idU ) to each node
and stores it in the node memory. In addition, CA provides
its public key, QCA(= dCAG) to registered nodes. Finally,
CA prepares a database of all registered nodes (idU , idG . . .)
and stores them in memory.

B. CERTIFICATE AND NODE KEY GENERATION PHASE
It is an initial phase where the deployed nodes config-
ure themselves automatically. Let us consider a node U
(idU ) as one of nodes deployed in the network. The node
U requests CA for generating and provisioning its implicit

certificate. This certificate is required by the node U to prove
its legitimacy among other entities and also to generate its
public (QU ) and private key (dU ). This phase is invoked
only during first time network setup. The complete process
of certificate and node key generation is illustrated in Fig. 3
along with demonstration in this section.

1) DIALOGUE EXCHANGE BETWEEN NODE U,
GATEWAY & CA
{Note: ON and MN represents Operation and Message num-
ber, respectively (Here N comprises of positive integer values
e.g., 1, 2, 3 etc.)}

At first, the Node U (NU ) generates a random integer, rU
(O1) and elliptic curve (EC) point, RU (O2). Upon genera-
tion, NU prepares a message comprising of its identity (idU ),
gateway identity (idG), EC point (RU ), and nonce (N1). The
message is hashed (O3) and encrypted with QCA to ensure
integrity and confidentiality, respectively. NU sends the mes-
sageM1 to Gateway (Gw).
O1: rU εR [1, . . . , n− 1]
O2: RU = rUG
O3: H1 = Hash(idU‖RU‖idG‖N1)
M1: EQCA [idU‖RU‖idG‖N1‖H1] {Node U → Gw}
Gw appends the credentials of CA (idCA) and itself (idG)

together with the fresh nonce (N2) to the received message
M1, encrypts it with QCA and sends it (M2) to CA.

M2: EQCA [idG‖idCA‖N2‖M1] {Gw→ CA}
CA receives M2 and decrypts it using dCA (O4) to extract

M1. Furthermore, CA decrypts M1 using its private key, dCA
to fetch credentials of NU (O5). Post decryption, CA examine
the nonces N2 and N1 for verifying the freshness of the
received message. CA retrieves the identity of the gateway
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FIGURE 3. Certificate and node key generation phase.

(idG), and the identity of node U (idU ) from the messages
M2 and M1, respectively to compare {(M2)idG == idG(M1)
and (M1)idU == idU (CADatabase)}, and prove that messages
have arrived from trustworthy nodes only. After validating the
freshness and faithfulness of the messages, CA computes and
verifies the hash, H ′1 == H1 in O6 to inspect the integrity of
node credentials and request.

Afterwards, CA generates random integer, rCA (O7),
implicit certificate, CertU (O8,O9), signatures, sU (O10) fol-
lowed by Authenticator (AU ) in O11. As aforementioned AG

is stored in CA database because the gateway has finished
the registration with CA prior to nodes. AU is encrypted by
dCA and constitutes of node identity (idU ), certificate (CertU ),
signature (sU ), timestamp (TS1) and lifetime (LT1). TS1 is
the current timestamp of CA whereas TS0 represents the
timestamp of CA used during preparation of Gw authenti-
cator (AG). LT0 and LT1 defines the validity (lifetime) of
the Gw and NU certificate, respectively and their validity
depends upon sensitivity of the application (may range from
3 ∼ 12 months). Timestamp and Lifetime parameters allows
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the message recipients to verify the legitimacy of the request
which in turn prevents the network from replay and other
similar attacks. AU is resistant against modifications because
the attacker does not have the secret key of CA (dCA) required
to perform the alterations.
O4: DdCA[idG‖idCA‖N2‖M1]
O5: DdCA[idU‖RU‖idG‖N1‖H1]
O6: H ′1 = Hash(idU‖RU‖idG‖N1) {H ′1 == H1}

O7: rCA εR [1, . . . , n− 1]
O8: CertU = RU + rCAG
O9: e = Hash(CertU )
O10: sU = erCA + dCA(mod n)
O11: AU = EdCA [idU‖CertU‖sU‖TS1‖LT1]
{pre-calculated AG = EdCA [idG‖CertG‖sG‖TS0‖LT0]}
CA computes KT in O12 using identity of NU (idU ),

EC point of NU (RU ) and nonce (N1). CA concatenates gate-
way identity (idG), fresh nonce (N3) along with KT encrypted
message (AU ,AG,H2) and encrypts it with QG (O13,M3).
The AU ,AG cannot be decrypted and forged by any unau-
thorized entity as EC point knowledge is only available with
NU . Nonce is also used to prevent from replay attacks. The
prepared messageM3 is sent to the gateway.
O12: KT = Hash(idU‖RU‖N1)
O13: H2 = Hash(AU‖AG)
M3: EQG{idG‖N3‖EKT [AU‖AG‖H2]} {CA→ Gw}
Gateway decrypts the received message, M3 using his pri-

vate key, dG and verifies the nonce, N3 (O14). Post successful
verification, gateway forwards the message M4 to NU . Mes-
sage M4 comprises of H3 (N4 ⊕ idG; O15), KT encrypted
authenticators (AU ,AG) and hash (H2).
O14: DdG{idG‖N3‖[EKT [AU‖AG‖H2]}
O15: H3 = N4 ⊕ idG
M4: H3‖EKT [AU‖AG‖H2] {Gw→ Node U}
Node U derives N4 and verifies its freshness. In addition,

Node U computes H ′3 and check for integrity O16. Node U
accepts the message if the nonce is fresh (#N4) and integrity is
preserved (H ′3 == H3). Node U computes KT and recovers
AU and AG in O17 and O18, respectively. Further NU com-
putes H ′2 for verifying message integrity (O19) followed by
decryption of AU using QCA in O20. NU verifies the validity
of the CertU before processing further. NU computes private
key, dU and public key, QU using CertU , sU , rU and QCA
(O21 − O22).
O16: H ′3 = N4 ⊕ idG {H ′3 == H3}

O17: KT = Hash(idU‖RU‖N1)
O18: DKT [AU‖AG‖H2]
O19: H ′2 = Hash(AU‖AG) {H ′2 == H2}

O20: DQCA [idU‖CertU‖sU‖TS1‖LT1] (Decrypted at TS2)
Note: CertU is valid if this condition is true: TS2 ≤ LT1,

else invalid.
O21: dU = erU + sU (mod n) {private key}
O22: QU = dUG
= (erU + sU (mod n))G
= (erU + erCA(mod n)+ dCA(mod n)(mod n))G
= (erU + erCA(mod n)+ dCA(mod n))G

= e(rU + rCA)G+ dCAG
= e(rUG+ rCAG)+ QCA
= e(RU + rCAG)+ QCA
QU = eCertU + QCA {public key}
Node U has successfully constructed QU and dU .

C. LIGHT-WEIGHT KEY ESTABLISHMENT PHASE
Key establishment process is initiated byNU . Fig. 4 illustrates
the whole process. Note that SN and IN represents Opera-
tion and Message number, respectively (Here N comprises
of positive integer values e.g., 1, 2, 3 etc.). NU derives the
credentials of Gw by decrypting the AG with QCA (S1). Sub-
sequently, NU verifies the lifetime of the CertG and if found
unexpired then it retrieves QG (S2, S3). Finally shared secret
key is produced i.e., KUG = dUQG (S4). Post generation of
KUG, NU computes HMAC of idG,N5,AU with secret key,
KUG (S5). Following that NU prepares I1 and sends it to Gw.
S1: DQCA [idG‖CertG‖sG‖TS0‖LT0] (Decrypted at TS3)
Note: CertG is valid if this condition is true: TS3 ≤ LT0,

else invalid.
S2: e = Hash(CertG)
S3: QG = eCertG + QCA
S4: KUG = dUQG {shared secret key}
S5: H4 = HMAC[KUG, idG‖N5‖AU ]
I1: EQG [idG‖N5‖AU‖H4] {Node U → Gw}
S6: DdG [idG‖N5‖AU‖H4]
S7: DQCA[idU‖CertU‖sU‖TS1‖LT1] (Decrypted at TS4)
Note: CertU is valid if this condition is true: TS4 ≤ LT1,

else invalid.
S8: QU = eCertU + QCA
S9: KUG = dGQU {shared secret key}
S10: H ′4 = HMAC[KUG, idG‖N5‖AU ] {H ′4 == H4}

Gw decrypts the received message, I1 using dG and QCA
(S6, S7) and produces QU (S8). Note that gateway evalu-
ates the validity of the certificate before producing QU .
Later, Gateway utilizes QU to produce shared secret key
i.e., KUG = dGQU . As a result, both the entities generate
the same secret keys securely (S10). Note that lifetime of
the keys {public (QCA,QG,QU ), private (dCA, dG, dU ), secret
key (KUG)} depend upon sensitivity of data and is application
dependent.

D. CERTIFICATE RENEWAL PHASE
In real time scenarios, each certificate is integrated with
validity. After the lapse of certificate validity, the secret key
(e.g., KUG) becomes invalid and results in termination of
communication session between an industrial node (e.g.,NU )
and gateway (e.g., Gw). Consequently, the industrial nodes
that seek to continue the communication with the gateway
initiates a certificate renewal process with the CA. Upon the
accomplishment of certificate renewal, the new secret key
is negotiated between the industrial node and gateway. The
process of renewal is depicted in Fig. 5 as well as justified
through dialogue exchange in this section.
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FIGURE 4. Key establishment between node U and gateway.

{Note: CN andDN represents operation and message num-
ber, respectively (Here N comprises of positive integer values
e.g., 1, 2, 3 etc.)}
C1: r2U εR [1, . . . , n− 1]
C2: R2U = r2UG
C3: H5 = Hash(CRReq‖AU‖R2U‖N6)
D1: EKT [CRReq‖AU‖R2U‖N6‖H5] {Node U → Gw}

D2: EQCA [idG‖idCA‖N7‖D1] {Gw→ CA}
C4: DdCA[idG‖idCA‖N7‖D1]
C5: DKT [CRReq‖AU‖R2U‖N6‖H5]
C6: A2U = EdCA [idU‖Cert2U‖s2U‖TS5‖LT2]
C7: K2T = Hash(idU‖R2U‖N6)
C8: H6 = Hash(A2U )
D3: EQG [idG‖N8‖{EK2T [A2U‖H6]}] {CA→ Gw}
C9: DdG [idG‖N8‖{EK2T [A2U‖H6]}]
C10: H7 = N9 ⊕ idG
D4: H7‖{EK2T [A2U‖H6]} {Gw→ Node U}
C11: K2T = Hash(idU‖R2U‖N6)
C12: DK2T [A2U‖H6]
C13:DQCA[idU‖Cert2U‖s2U‖TS5‖LT2] (Decrypted at TS6)
Note: Cert2U is valid if this condition is true: TS6 ≤ LT2,

else invalid.
C14: d2U = er2U + s2U (mod n) {private key}
C15: Q2U = eCert2U + QCA {public key}

IV. SECURITY ANALYSIS
The strength of the proposed protocol, LKE has been ana-
lyzed through formal and informal analysis. The inferences
obtained from analysis are presented in this section.

A. FORMAL ANALYSIS
Following [22], [25], [27], [31], [37], and [40], we have
used AVISPA (Automated Validation of Internet Security
Protocols and Applications) tool to examine the robustness
of the proposed protocol under the influence of the Dolev-
Yao adversary model. The examination using the AVISPA
requires conversion of security protocol algorithm to High
Level Protocol Specification Language (HLPSL). AVISPA
transforms the HLPSL script file to an Intermediate For-
mat (IF) using a HLPSL2IF translator. The Intermediate
Format is then provided to the backend (e.g., on-the-fly
model-checker (OFMC)) of the AVISPA for compilation of
results. The discussion on various backends of AVISPA is
intentionally omitted, interested readers may refer to [41].
Conclusively, the backend produces the Output file (OF)
inferring the protocol as safe or unsafe.

The HLPSL script initially discusses the basic roles to be
played by the agents and define local declarations. Basic
role represents the change in the states of the node when
certain events are met. Contrarily, composition role does not
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FIGURE 5. Certificate renewal phase.

make any transitions rather administer numerous sessions
concurrently. The environment role is the last section of the
script which constitutes of one or more sessions and global
constants. In addition, the behaviour of the intruder (i) is also
defined in the environment role. It is also mentioned in this
role that communication between the entities happen over
the compromised channel (dy), i.e., the channel is vulnerable
to all types of attacks mentioned in the Dolev-Yao (DY)
adversary model.

To evaluate the robustness of LKE, the mutual authen-
tication and secret key establishment phase is scripted in
HLPSL and examined on AVISPA. At first, basic roles
of node U and Gw are described which includes agent
attributes (U , Gw), crypto operations, local declarations
(Qu, Du, etc.), channel (dy), initial state and transitions.
Node U initiates the communication. Post initialization

at State = 0 [RCV(start)], it succeeds to State = 1,
where fresh nonce is constructed, N5′ := new() and
appended with Au′ = {Idu.Certu.Su.Ts1.Lt1}_Qca, and
H4′ = Hmac(Kug.Idg.N5.Au). Node U transmits I1′ to the
gateway for achieving mutual authentication and secret key
establishment assuming dolev-yao (dy) channel characteris-
tics. The goal predicates set by the Node U is the privacy
of the authenticator, i.e., Au′ & anonymity of the gateway
identity i.e., Idg′ as depicted in Fig. 6 (a).
Gateway receives the I1′ in its initial state, State = 1

[RCV(I1′)] and retrieves the data during 2nd State. Gate-
way executes specific operations for the strong realization
of mutual authentication and key establishment as presented
in Fig. 6 (b). Gw decrypts I1′ using Dg and extracts Idg, N5,
Au, H4. Similarly, Gw decrypts Au′ using Qca and recovers
nodeU credentials (Idu, Certu, Su) with timestamp (Ts1) and
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FIGURE 6. Role specification of the node U and gateway.

FIGURE 7. Specification of the session, environment and goal for the proposed LKE.

lifetime (Lt1). The verification of N5′ and Lt1′ is formed
in terms of goals predicate witness {nodeU_gateway_lt1}
and {nodeU_gateway_n5}. Witness makes sure that the life-
time (LT ) of the certificate (Certu) and freshness (N5) of
the message (I1′) is validated before use. Gateway at State
= 2, examines (witness(Gw, U , nodeU_gateway _lt1, Lt))
the validity of Certu along with freshness (witness(Gw, U ,
nodeU_gateway_n5, N5)) before initiating the process of
secret key establishment.

Fig. 7 (a) demonstrates the structure of agents arguments.
(U ,Gw,Hmac,Qca,Qg,Qu,Dg,Du,Kug, SU ,RU )
(U ,Gw,Hmac,Qca,Qg,Qu,Dg,Du,Kug, SGw,RGw)

Aforementioned arguments are either transmitted or applied
by the agents during the session. The most significant
is the environment role because it declares global con-
stants, describes intruder behaviour, elucidates organization
of sessions, and establishes goals of interest. Following
DY adversary model, an attacker can eavesdrop, obstruct,
and examine the information e.g., {nodeU , gateway, hmac,
dgi, dui, qca, qg, qu} etc. The intruder information is
declared in the environment role and is utilized by the
AVISPA (OFMC, Constraint-Logic-based Attack Searcher
(CL-AtSe)) during the vulnerability assessment of the LKE
against attacks. The subsequent segment of the environment
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FIGURE 8. LKE results using OFMC and CL-AtSe backend.

role (Fig. 7 (b)) defines the numerous sessions of dialogue
exchanges between entities.

Although it is anticipated to have sessions between legiti-
mate agents only (nodeU , gateway, hmac, qca, qg, qu, dg, du,
kug), but the likelihood of intruder intruding in the session of
authentic nodes also exists (nodeU , i, hmac, qca, qg, qu, dgi,
dui, kugi), (i, gateway, hmac, qca, qg, qu, dgi, dui, kugi).
Overall, 3 goals are defined out of which one is linked

with secrecy, and the other 2 corresponds to authentication
as exhibited in Fig. 7 (c). The summary of the goals are:

• Secrecy_of sub1 represents that {Au, Idg} are kept
secret between node U and gateway.

• Authentication_on nodeU_gateway_lt1 states that the
lifetime (i.e., Lt1) of certificate {Certu}will be validated
at the gateway.

• Authentication_on nodeU_gateway_n5 states that the
freshness (i.e., N5) of message {I1′} will be confirmed
at the gateway.

The strength of the LKE against attacks is tested using the
OFMC backend. Fig. 8 (a) and Fig. 8 (b) demonstrate that
LKE can resist critical attacks and is declared safe to use in
Industrial IoT applications. Similarly, the CL-AtSe backend
also declared the protocol as safe. Consequently, the attacks
studied in the Dolev-Yao adversary model cannot damage the
LKE security protocol.

B. INFORMAL ANALYSIS
The informal analysis proves the robustness of the proposed
protocol against many known attacks.

1) PREVENTION AGAINST REPLAY
LKE can resist against replay attack. Suppose adversary (i.e.,
Eve) eavesdrops themessage exchanged betweenNodeU and
Gateway and captures either,
M1: EQCA[idU‖RU‖idG‖N1‖H1],
M4: H3‖EKT [AU‖AG‖H2],
I1: EQG [idG‖N5‖AU‖H4] or all.
An adversary may launch the replay attack by resend-

ing the message M ′1 or I ′1 at different time intervals to

the gateway to perform unauthorized operations. Replayed
M ′1 is received and processed by the Gateway, M2: EQCA
[idG‖idCA‖N1‖M ′1] and sent to CA. Since M ′1 contains the
old nonce (N1), therefore verification fails at CA. Similarly,
adversary replay’s I ′1 to gateway but it is also perceived as
dishonest as it contains the old nonce (N5). In the same
way, adversary may eavesdrop messages exchanged between
CA and Gw e.g., M ′2 (M2: EQCA [idG‖idCA‖N2‖M1]) and M ′3
(M3:EQG{idG‖N3‖[EKT [AU‖AG‖H2]}) and replay it to obtain
authorizations. However, it will be identified as fraudulent
due to presence of old nonces (N2, N3) in the replayed
messages. Furthermore, adversary cannot read and alter the
nonces (N1, N2, N3, N5) as messages M1, M2 are ciphered
with the public key of CA (QCA) and M3 is encrypted with
public key of the Gateway (QG) and hence any alteration
requires either the private key of CA or gateway which is
unknown to Eve. Thus, proposed scheme is resilient to replay
attacks.

2) PREVENTION AGAINST IMPERSONATION
Impersonation is an identity theft which may lead to disclo-
sure of information to non legitimate entities. In this attack,
eve creates the fraudulent message EQCA [ideve‖Reve‖idG‖N

′

1
‖Hash(ideve‖Reve‖idG‖N1)] to initiate new session by being
Node U. Eve could not obtained real identity of Node
U while intercepting the information, therefore eve con-
structed ideve for impersonating node U. Nonetheless,
CA could not verify the fake identity of eve in the
database (ideve 6= idU ) and aborts the request. Even
impersonating Node U during key establishment phase
EQG [idG‖N5‖AU‖HMAC1[KUG, idG‖N5‖AU ] would not be
possible for eve as he does not possess KUG which is required
for generating HMAC1. Thus, it is not feasible to launch
impersonation attacks in LKE.

3) PREVENTION AGAINST MODIFICATION OF MESSAGES
Assuming that eve captured the messages e.g., M1, M2
etc. Eve intentionally try to forge the messages such as
EQG [idG‖N5‖AU‖HMACeve[KUeve, idG‖N5‖AU ]. It can be
detected easily at the gateway sinceHMACeve is not computed
using the correct key, KUG. Similarly, any alterations in mes-
sage,M4 requires the knowledge of symmetric keyKT , which
is available either with CA or Node U. It can be witnessed
that all the messages exchanged (M1-M4, I1) are sent after
ciphering (using any of these keys EQCA ,EQG ,EKT ,KUG) and
hashing (H ,HMAC1), thus leaving no scope for adversary to
conduct modifications. Therefore, LKE is free from message
forgery attack.

4) PREVENTION AGAINST DENIAL OF SERVICE (DoS)
Assume an attacker can make use of old captured messages,
and can send them to keep the system busy that would
lead to the DoS attack [42], [43]. The DoS attacks does
not only disrupt the services to be offered to the legiti-
mate entity rather it leads to wastage of node resources
like bandwidth, and power etc. LKE mitigates the DoS
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attacks to some extent. The Eve may intercept and replayM1
{EQCA [idU‖RU‖idG‖N1‖Hash(idU‖RU‖idG‖N1)]} to initiate
DoS. As the replayed message contains the old nonce (N1),
therefore CA identifies it as a replay attack. Thus, irrespective
of initiating new session with the illegitimate node, CA aborts
the request and preserves its resources for legitimate nodes.
Moreover, the Eve could not alter the nonce of M1 as it is
encrypted. Similarly, M2 − M4 and I1 are prevented from
DoS attacks as they all constitutes of fresh nonces, N2 − N5,
respectively. Thus, the proposed scheme can resist such DoS
attacks.

5) PREVENTION AGAINST MITM
The intruder in this attack intercepts the information
exchanged between the two legitimate parties and breaks
their connection virtually. The intruder process is so trans-
parent and smooth that the legitimate communicating parties
never become aware of this virtual breakage. Let’s sup-
pose the intruder eavesdrop {EQCA [idU‖RU‖idG‖N1‖Hash
(idU‖RU‖idG‖N1)]} the information, and tries to mod-
ify it for playing MITM. This attempt would be unsuc-
cessful because any modifications are permitted with use
of dCA which is not available with Eve. Nevertheless,
eve may still try a vague attempt to modify with a
forged key and replaces the information with EQCA [idU‖RU
‖idG‖N1‖Hash(idU‖RU‖idG‖N1)]eve.
However, this attempt can be detected at CA as

decrypted information would not produce the correct mes-
sage, idU‖RU‖idG‖N1 6= Hash(idU‖RU‖idG‖N1). Similarly,
the eve would not be able to performMITM using the remain-
ing messages as they are also encrypted with secret keys,
EQCA[idG‖idCA‖N2‖M1]; EQG{idG‖N3‖EKT [AU‖AG‖H2]};
H3‖EKT [AU‖AG‖H2]; EQG [idG‖N5‖AU‖H4]. Thus, adver-
sary cannot playMITM in LKE protocol.

6) PREVENTION AGAINST KNOWN KEY
Consider that eve has intercepted previous message
exchanges and is trying to retrieve secret key related infor-
mation from intercepted messages for producing new secret
keys. As aforesaid that secret keys (e.g., KUG) in LKE uses
a secret random integer (e.g., rU ) which is fresh and inde-
pendent for each certificate, thereby making the future secret
key (KUG1 = dUQV ) different and independent. So even if
Eve obtains the old secret key (KUG) somehow, he would not
be able to construct new secret key (KUG1) as it requires the
knowledge of rU1 which is not available with eve. Therefore,
having the knowledge of past secret keys does not help the
eve to initiate new sessions.

LKE adheres to all essential properties required to provi-
sion security in networks.

7) LKE ATTAINS DATA PRIVACY
Disclosure of information or either key poses a threat to
misuse of information. To avoid misuse, LKE encrypts all the
messages to prevent unauthorized access. For instance, Node
U encrypts I1 : EQG [idG‖N5‖AU‖H4], thus allowing only

the Gateway to decrypt and interpret. Even other messages
such as M1 − M4 are secured. Thus, even if the adversary
intercepts the messageM1−M4 and I1, he would not be able
to access the content without the key, therefore preserving the
data confidentiality.

8) LKE PROMISES MESSAGE INTEGRITY
Alteration ruins the real identity of the message. Forged
messages must be detected to prevent the processing
of counterfeited requests. LKE makes use of Hash in
M1(Hash(idU‖RU‖idG‖N1)), M2(Hash(idU‖RU‖idG‖N1)),
M3(Hash(AU‖AG)), and M4(Hash(AU‖AG)) whereas I1 uses
HMAC([KUG, idG‖ N5‖AU ]). Hash and HMAC are the one
way functions used to preserve integrity in all messages
exchanged in the scheme. Thus, proposed scheme (LKE)
exhibits the property of message integrity.

9) LKE ENSURES MESSAGE FRESHNESS
Replicated authorization messages may provide adversary
the access to high privileged and non authorized resources.
LKE therefore possess freshness component i.e., timestamp
(TS0−TS4) and nonce (N1−N5), in all messages exchanged
between CA, gateway and nodes. The nonce and timestamp
ensures the abortion of process at receiving entity when stale
requests are received. Thus, LKE exhibits the property of
message freshness.

10) LKE PROCURED THE PROPERTY OF IDENTITY
ANONYMITY
In LKE, the identity of the industrial node (idU ), gateway
(idG), and CA (idCA) are exchanged as ciphertext to ensure
attainment of identity anonymity [24], [28], [30], [31], [33].
Assume if an adversary captures the message I1 (EQG [idG‖N5
‖AU‖H4]) containing the identity details of the gateway (idG),
still the adversary would not be able to extract the identity
information as it is secured using strong encryption algo-
rithm. Therefore, the communication remains anonymous to
others. Similarly, other messages M1, M2, and M3 carrying
identity details (idU , idG, and idCA) preserve the anonymity.
Thus, LKE exhibits the property of identity anonymity to
some extent.

V. PERFORMANCE AND COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
The employability of any scheme in practical environment
depends upon its performance. The performance attributes of
the proposed scheme (considering Telos B mote as the node)
is observed and presented in this section. Table 2 presents the
storage cost requirements for various entities involved in the
proposed scheme. The storage cost requirements (all phases)
for node, gateway and CA are 368, 252 and 305 bytes, respec-
tively. The storage space available in CM5000 Telos B mote
[44] is 1 MB whereas the storage requirement in proposed
scheme for achieving authentication is just 0.03 %. Thus,
LKE accomplishes the goal of performing authentication and
key exchange with a small storage requirement.
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FIGURE 9. Communication cost comparison.

TABLE 2. Storage cost of proposed algorithm.

Table 3 points out the various security features that LKE
exhibit along with the various attacks that LKE can resist.
From the table it is witnessed that LKE provides robustness
against all the potential attacks mentioned in the Dolev-Yao
attack model [34]. Table 3 signifies the superiority of LKE
over existing techniques [24], [28]–[33] in terms of resistance
against attacks and security features.

The various cryptography operations used by node, gate-
way and CA during network set-up and key establish-
ment phase are given in Table 4. It can be well observed
from the table 4 that resource constrained node executes
only a few operations whilst performing registration and
key establishment process. The cryptography operations
used by the entities (node, GW , CA) are asymmetric and

TABLE 3. Analysis and comparison of protocols based on protection
against attacks and security goals.

symmetric ciphering, hash and hash based message authenti-
cation code (HMAC).

Table 5 provides a comparison of proposed scheme with
state-of-the-work over computation cost between smart node
and gateway. The comparison is carried out for key estab-
lishment phase only as the registration phase occurs once
during network initialization. The parameters considered
for comparison are asymmetric and symmetric ciphering,
hash, HMAC, random number generation, exclusive-OR, and
scalar multiplication in ECC. Results disclosed the efficiency
of the scheme. LKE executes hash only twice whereas other
schemes such as [24], [28]–[33] executes hash 16, 12, 14,
14, 21, 17, and 17 times, respectively in key establish-
ment phase. In addition, LKE computes XOR operation 2
times in contrast to 8, 10, 5, 13, 4, and 11 times by the
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TABLE 4. Computation cost of scheme LKE for various phases of operation.

TABLE 5. Computation cost comparison for key establishment phase: Between smart node and gateway.

TABLE 6. Energy cost for communication: Considering resource
constrained smart device (Key establishment phase).

schemes [24], [29]–[33], respectively. Similarly, other oper-
ations (ciphering, scalar multiplication, etc.) as shown
in Table 5 are being executed many times by the tradi-
tional techniques to perform key establishment, resulting in
over-exhaustion of the node resources. Consequently, LKE
attains all necessary features like data privacy, authentication,
integrity and availability etc. with limited computations.

Communication energy cost of the LKE and existing
schemes are mentioned in the Table 6. As per the specifica-
tions of the Telos B mote [44], transmission and reception
of each bit cost 0.72 × 10−3 mJ and 0.81 × 10−3 mJ
of energy, respectively. The total number of bits communi-
cated by the resource constrained smart device during key
establishment phase is 864 bits in [24], 960 bits in [28],

1024 bits in [29], 960 bits in [30], 912 bits in [31], 912 bits
in [32], 1792 bits in [33], and 720 bits in LKE. Due to small
overheads, the energy consumed by LKE is 0.519 mJ which
is much lesser than the energy consumed by other schemes.
Excessive energy consumption can deplete the energy
reserves of the node, i.e., reducing effective lifetime of the
node [24], [28]–[33]. Therefore, table 5 and table 6 proves
that the LKE is considerably lightweight and energy efficient
in contrast to other schemes.

Fig. 9 illustrates the total number of messages exchanged
between the communicating entities during mutual authenti-
cation and key exchange phase. It can be noticed that LKE
achieves the goal in just 1 message while other schemes [24],
[28]–[33] exchanged minimum 3 messages to carry out the
same piece of work. Excessive exchange of messages indicate
more delay, overhead, and energy exhaustion [24], [28]–[33].
Therefore, LKE again proves the superiority of being energy
and time efficient over existing traditional techniques.

VI. CONCLUSION
Industry 4.0 strives to achieve faster production, resource
efficiency, reduced costs, better product quality, automation
and quicker fault detection. All these benefits motivate the
industry caretakers to converge to Industrial IoT (I4.0).
But the threat of unauthorized abuses is causing hindrance
to its realization. This paper unveils a Lightweight key
exchange (LKE) scheme to prevent unauthorized entities
from accessing the industrial network. The LKE protocol
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provides mutual authentication and secret key exchange
mechanism with computational and communicational effi-
ciency. Results from security analyzer tool AVISPA reveals
that the suggested technique is reported safe to use in Indus-
trial IoT applications. Moreover, informal security analysis
proved that LKE fulfils the security requirements proposed by
NIST for security protocols. The scheme has the least energy
consumption (0.519 mJ ) and message exchange requirement
(1 message) in comparison to state-of-the-work which makes
it fit for use in all types of Industrial networks.
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